Abstract: Two importantproblemsoccur whenone build noise barriers on highway viaducts. The first problem is the cotiicting principles of barrier effectiveness with the landscape integration: that ve~often leads to low heights andor the use of sound reflecting materials. The second one is the noise generated at the expansion joints of the viaduct, even if it can be protected by the barrier above the road, it can stay unprotected below the viaduct itself. This paper will present some measurements and design studies made in such situations.
Wtever the location of highways or high-speed roads is (@ban, suburban, country), we frequently encounter viaducts or bridges. Building noise barriers on viaducts is not a simple matter, mairdy for 3 important reasons: aesthetic, safety and stability, and the problem of the expansion joints of the viaduct.
Aesthetically, the wish is to reduce the height of the barriers. One dso very often wishes to use transparent barriers: for that case, the use of sound reflecting materials can drastically degrade the performance of the barrier, either due to the effect of parallel reflecting *Is, or due to the reflections which occur with high-sided vehicles passing close to these. One shotid then achieve a specific study of the shape and materials that have to be used in such an application, not forgetting that each case is different, Another important problem occurring with the barriers on viaducts is that, once the barrier is effective and reduces the noise originally coming from the trfic passing on it, one cotid listen back to the noise due to bad and noisy expansion joints. This noise comes dso from below the viaducts and cannot be protected with the barriers.
T~NOISE B=ER MATEWS AND DESIGÑ
G~la. optimum design of barrier on viaduct~GURE lb. expansion joints are still noisy ! One ustily can consider that barriers on viaducts are the most effective ones (l), if we don't forget all the physics of the problems. The use of sQund reflecting materials, to keep visti transparency can seriously degrade the performance of these barriers, as it has been shown in (2) and (3).
The width of the viaducts is very often limited: one can have the negative effect of reflecting parallel barriers facing each other, and / or tie effect of multiple reflections (3).~s last effect is strongly negative with viaducts, due to the fact than the vehicles circdate very close to the noise barrier. However, it can be reducd with an appropriate shape of the barriers. Methods based on the Boundary Element Method @, E.M.) can sirmdate this effect(2), other methds have been designed in order to modelise this effect within time (4) This kind of optimisation has been recently done for 4 different viaducts in Luxembourg, with different topographic situations and location of houses: the optimal design has been different for each of the 4 cases. In fact, this is due to the strong dependence of the effectiveness of a specific shape, and the location of the receiver to protect (4), Figure 1a shows such a specific design, with a curved shape inclined toward the trfic, but in some cases this design can be worst than better: other optimal designs can be single inclined, or double inclined barriers, depending the situation.
m NOISE AT~EWANSION JO~S OF~WADUffS
Once the barrier has been correcdy designed for protecting from the noise coming from above the viaduct (do not forget that the expansion joints are dso a source of noise at the road surface !), one very often emphasbe a noise which was previously masked by the original unprotected traffic: the noise which is generated by the expansion joints, but which is radiating below the viaduct. This kind of noise is very annoying, as it is mairdy composed by shocks, close to impdse noises :~' '":. -. ,,h,j 12hOS 12hM 12h07
Izhos 12h@ G~2a. SPL(t) (dBA) with tic on a viaduct~G~2b. view of the expansion location Figure 2a shows the evolution of the instifaneous sound pressure levels measured at 3 locations with the viaduct of the figwe 1a: 1.5 m above the pavement, just below the expansion joint (see figure 2b) , and at the house below the viaduct (see figure 1a) . Due to the passage of wheels on the expansion joint, noises of ve~short duration (about 200 msec) are emerging at 65 to 85 dBA at the sleeping rooms of the house, i.e. about 15 to 25 dBA above the "back~ound noise" after projection by the noise btier. One should always fake MS efiecf i~fo acwmt in computer simulations, in order to foresee the correct sound affenwtion a barrier can offer
